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SECTION M:  PHOTOGRAPHY
STEWARD:  Mark Logan - 0418 223 440

ENTRY FEE:  $1 PER ENTRY

PRIZE MONEY: 1st Prize: $5.00,  2nd Prize: $3.00

Limit of 2 photographs per category.
Photography MUST be taken between November 2018 and September 2019 
No entries that have been entered in previous Carcoar shows will be accepted

There are two sections 
 - under 15 and adults (same classes for both.)

STATE ON BACK OF PHOTO:   
If you are under 15 years 
Name,  
Title of Photograph 
Class Number 
Price or NFS.

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY
Photos to be left at Carcoar Post Office,  
by Thursday 24th October at 5pm for judging that evening.
All photos to be mounted on cardboard, matt board or similar with border at least 4cm (this prevents photo damage)
Max overall size 50cm.
No prints in frames or behind glass will be accepted.
Entries to be collected from the photography pavilion no later than after 4pm on the day of the show.

COME AND ENJOY 
THE 142nd

ANNUAL CARCOAR SHOW
Take home some memorabilia 

by purchasing a cap or shopping 
bag (4 colours vailable) $15 each 

or stubby holder $5. 

All available at the Drinks Stall 
at the Show and all year at 

The Village Grocer in Carcoar.

Join the Show committee, meetings in the 
dining room of the Carcoar Pub 2nd Tuesday 
of the month March to November at 7.30pm. 

All welcome, no job too arduous!

Annual Show

Last  saturday  in  october 

Carcoar 

PA&H
society 

inc.

PRESIDENT:  Mark Richardson - 0428 675 365
SECRETARY:  Jo Tait - 0429 924 354
TREASURER:  Sally Green - 0429 885 003

Photography Categories 
Class 1. Natural landscape - This includes all beaches, sunsets, sunrises, cityscapes and landscapes 

that may contain a building.

Class 2. People - This includes cute baby pics, couples, models, fashion, families etc. 

Class 3. Animals - The family dog, working dog, cat, bird or pet lamb, they're all allowed including 
wild animals and those in the zoo.

Class 4. Rural including Carcoar show - These must evoke some essence of the rural aesthetic. 
Easily confused with landscapes, the rural section must just yell 'Country life' Think hay 
bales, stock in a field, harvesters at sunset etc.

Class 5. Man made -  It differs from a landscape as the building/object itself is the focus, rather than 
the building in its place. For this think of old cars, trains, architectural shots of buildings, 
even some sculputural elements of human design, bridges etc. 

Class 6. Nature - this differs from natural landscapes as it includes close up and other natural 
shapes that nature serves up. Think flower buds, curling fern leaves, rock pools, waterfalls, 
bunches of flowers etc.

Class 7. Black and White - Chosen from the above categories.

People can submit Black & White images into each of the classes and best overall B&W image will be chosen 
from them. Please ensure all images are placed in the correct category. If you’re unsure contact the Steward 
Mark Logan 0418 223 440

CHAMPION PHOTOGRAPH by Under 15’s - $25 donated by P & D Williams

CHAMPION COLOUR PHOTOGRAPH Adult Division - $25 donated by K & E Masters

CHAMPION MONOCHROME PHOTOGRAPH Adult Division - $25 donated by Michael Baker Auto

OVERALL CHAMPION PHOTOGRAPH - $50 donated by Dr A & C Watts


